
Supplemental Methods 2.  
 

Methods for Reliable Change  

 

 
Based on O’Brien et al.,1 we used the following formulas to compute reliable change z-scores that 

compares parent’s retrospective rating of preinjury total symptoms with the child’s rating of symptoms 

reported during the 2-week follow-up.  Reliable change z scores ≥1.65 indicate a significantly greater 
increase in symptoms than expected based on the parent’s retrospective rating of preinjury symptoms.  

 

Postinjury z score for total score = (postinjury child total score – (6.352 + (0.476 X retrospective 
parent preinjury total score)))/9.597 

 

Based on the A-CAP2 study cohort of mild traumatic brain injury, we created a formula to compute 

reliable change z-scores that compares a child’s rating of total symptoms reported at 2-weeks with the 
child’s symptom ratings as reported during the ED visit. The A-CAP sample was restricted to children 

with a T1 score within 1 week of injury and a T2 score at 14 ± 3 days post-injury, which gave us a 

comparative sample of 232 kids. Reliable change z scores ≥-1.65 indicate a significantly greater decrease 
in symptoms than expected based on the typical recovery trajectory, while z scores ≥1.65 indicate a 

smaller decrease in symptoms than expected.  

 
T2 z-score = (T2 total score - (1.503 + (0.604 x T1 total score)))/9.478. 
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